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Abstract: Socio-economic viability of urban agriculture (UA) is, especially regarding non-commercially oriented initiatives, at most a generically treated issue in scientific literature. Given a lack of data on yields, labor input, or saved expenditures, only a few studies have described it either from a cost-avoidance or a specific benefit generation perspective. Our hypothesis is that hybrid roles of consumers and producers in urban agriculture challenge the appraisal of socio-economic viability. This paper presents an empirical study from three prevalent urban agriculture models: self-harvesting gardens, intercultural gardens, and community gardens, combining qualitative and quantitative survey data. A multi-value qualitative comparative analysis was applied to grasp the perception of socio-economic viability and its success factors. This allowed us to identify necessary and sufficient conditions for economic and social success. Results give an indication of the existence of different value systems and cost–benefit considerations in different urban agriculture models. A service-focused business relationship between farmers and consumers ensuring self-reliance is important for success for self-harvesting gardens, while self-reliance and sharing components are relevant for intercultural gardens. Community gardening builds upon self-governance ambitions and a rather individually determined success and failure factor pattern beyond explicit production output orientation. It is shown here for the first time with a quantitative approach that participants of urban agriculture models seem to go beyond traditional trade-off considerations and rather adopt a post-productive perception, focusing more on benefits than costs.
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1. Introduction

A number of agricultural concepts under the umbrella of “alternative food networks” [1] have been particularly observed in urban and peri-urban contexts of the Global North in recent years [2–4]. Examples comprise urban gardening initiatives, including intercultural (ICGs) and community gardens (CGs) [5,6]; new forms of consumer-farmer initiatives also encompassing the peri-urban areas [7], such as self-harvesting or rental gardens [8]; and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) [9,10].

Within an ongoing debate about the advantages and drawbacks of urban agriculture (UA) [11], most publications point out the multiple individual and public benefits. The latter refer to food security [7], environmental resilience, justice [12], social capital, trust, transparency [13], social inclusion and participation, especially in distressed neighbourhoods [12,14], capacity building, health, and educational issues [7]. With the acknowledgement of benefits for various sectors, such as health,
education, local economy, quality of life, and social issues, UA is increasingly interesting and relevant for urban policy and food system planning [2,15].

The Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations [16] clearly points out that the sustainability of urban and peri-urban farming models “[. . . ] implies its ability to continue in the future (and therefore) should be profitable and economically viable”. Indeed, the economic viability of professional agriculture in an urban context has been discussed mainly from a peri-urban and urban fringe agriculture perspective [17], referring to the strategies of increasing competitiveness utilizing new market opportunities through direct marketing, innovation, and interaction with customers, enabling farmers to meet changing demands and market conditions better [18], as well as contributing to higher economic robustness and, hence, reducing dependency on public support [19]. However, the economic dimension of sustainability, if at all, is described mostly in very generic terms with scarce empirical evidence on the economic viability [20,21].

This individual business perspective obviously differs markedly from the public perspective that focuses mostly on secondary or indirect public economic benefits, for example, the potential of continuous productive urban landscapes to improve the social and economic performance of cities, for instance, through nature-based solutions for climate change adaptation [22]. Therefore, it is suggested that social benefits should also be considered in the cost–benefit assessments [23].

In this context, it seems advisable to differentiate types of UA models according to their social and economic benefits as well as the degree to which these UA concepts are more self-reliant or sharing purpose-oriented. “Self-reliance”, as a specific economic benefit dimension, is linked to economic stability, autonomy, resilience, job creation, increased property values, and social empowerment [20] but not cash flows. “Sharing” of resources [24] or values [25] represents another dimension for which UA can be clearly distinguished. This is, for instance, the case in self-harvesting gardens (SHGs) or CSAs with strong consumer–producer interaction based on the sharing of resources and labor. Furthermore, the environmental dimension of sustainability is clearly highlighted by different authors who point out that UA has positive effects on pollination [26], increasing biodiversity, micro-climate regulation, and increased resource-efficiency [27].

Nevertheless, little is known about the question whether these authors define economic viability in a narrow sense, which includes the generation of added value [28], or as an additional contribution to farm income [8]. Subsequently, Krikser et al. [3] have distinguished business, self-supply, and societal models based on their benefit purposes. Among the rare empirical studies providing quantitative data on the economic performance of different UA types, Glavan et al. [21] also distinguish between production for self-supply and for sale by applying two different modeling approaches. They showed an under-exploitation of economic potentials for the non-economic UA types.

Based on the research discussed previously, there is a research gap concerning factors of success for urban agricultural initiatives. To fill this gap, the following research question was derived: how does “non-commercially guided motivation” relate to expectations and concepts associated with economic and social success? For this purpose, the aim is to identify the necessary and sufficient conditions for economic and social viability and success of different non-professional types of UA by applying a multi-value qualitative comparative analysis (mvQCA). Our hypothesis is that criteria for economic success differ between UA types, which indicates that participants’ assessment of economic performance is influenced by distinct value concepts that can be contextualized through post-productivism and sharing theories. The empirical work focuses on the three most common UA types in Germany: SHGs, CGs, and intercultural gardens (ICGs). Germany can be seen as a typical European country where UA is far more than the production of food [29]. Lohrberg et al. [30] report that the metalevel benefits in the European Union are more important than the pure production.
2. Materials and Methods

In this section, potential success factors are identified, and the survey, sampling, data collection, method chosen, and mvQCA will be introduced. Section 3 presents the results and discusses the findings. Section four draws conclusions about the novelty, added value, and limitations of the study.

2.1. Economic Success Factors

Cost–benefit considerations of different types of UA were taken as a starting point for our investigations on economic viability. Due to the large evidence gap, we are particularly interested in learning more about the secondary commercially oriented types of UA, i.e., rather self-reliance-oriented UA (e.g., ICGs), community-oriented UA (e.g., CGs), and transition forms with commercial orientations (e.g., SHGs). A highly complex set-up of cost and benefit components were assumed for these types. Insights into participants’ perception of success factors of socio-economic viability will allow us to identify similarities or differences in their trade-off considerations and background values.

Relevant cost factors in UA are rental payments, fees for participation, labor, and production costs. Cost-sharing practices are reported in literature, for example, CGs sharing space, water, and tools [7]. Relevant benefits are income from sales of surpluses and processing, and self-employment [16]. Literature refers to savings due to less household expenditure on food as a common feature of all UA types [21], while income from sales is related more to professional forms but also to self-harvesting initiatives [7]. However, Dimitri et al. showed that urban farmers, independent of the UA type, are hardly able to generate sufficient income for themselves from their agricultural activity [31]. Further benefits are the exchange of agricultural products for other economic goods [16], savings on health expenditure, education and new knowledge acquired through informal exchange or formalized workshops, and participation and social inclusion.

In addition to the cost and benefit factors listed, existing knowledge points to further factors that determine economic success: experience, level of education, participation, cooperation, and spatial proximity. It is known from professional farming that the level of experience and professionalism is related to the willingness to acquire new knowledge and to the willingness to pay for it. Previous experience and continuous training belong to the key success factors for agricultural cooperatives, for example, marketing [32], and existing knowledge affects the willingness to pay for training and community action positively [33]. Budak et al. [34] report that producers for livestock systems in Turkey who live far away from the extension service showed a higher willingness to pay than those near to it.

2.2. Survey, Sampling, and Data Collection

An online survey to collect data was used to answer the research question and find out more about social and economic success factors in UA. The target population of the survey was the existing UA initiatives in Germany listed in the database stadtacker.net (www.stadtacker.net, meanwhile, accessible via www.gruenanteil.net). The database collects experts, networks, articles, and initiatives in the field of UA. All initiatives in the survey that were part of the subcategory “Fields and Gardens” were exported. Initiatives that no longer exist and repeated e-mail addresses were excluded. After this revision, 210 of 318 initiatives were invited to join the survey. The initiatives were invited by a personalized mail with individual access-coded entry which prohibited multiple participation. A reminder to all initiatives that had not yet joined the survey was sent after three weeks. The response rate of 34.3% (72) for complete datasets was satisfying. The cooperation rate, which includes all initiatives that at least opened the survey, was 46.7% (98).

The dataset received contains 72 initiatives. Within these cases, three main groups: CGs (N = 26, 36.1%), ICGs (N = 21, 29.2%), and SHGs (N = 13, 18.1%) have been identified. Configurational variables were used based on the literature discussed previously to apply a mvQCA [35]. Regarding analysing the success, the criteria for success was distinguished according to the type of UA initiative. According
to Krikser et al. [3], economic and self-reliance are important outcomes for the initiator (economic) and the participants (self-reliance) of SHGs, and the percentage of participation was used as an indicator for social success for CGs and ICGs. Table 1 indicates the outcomes and configurations that were used to identify sufficient and necessary conditions.

Table 1. Variables for the outcome and configuration of the mvQCA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Economic Success</td>
<td>(0) No regular income for provider; (1) regular income for provider</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>(0) &lt;50% regularly participate; (1) &gt;50% regularly participate</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-reliance</td>
<td>(0) No self-reliance during season; (1) self-reliance during season</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>Fee</td>
<td>(0) No fee; (1) medium fee &lt; €100 p.a.; (2) high fee &gt; €100 p.a.</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-reliance</td>
<td>(0) No self-reliance during season; (1) self-reliance during season</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>(0) No experience; (1) some experience; (2) high experience</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>(0) No educational offerings; (1) additional educational offerings</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>(0) Short distance; (1) medium distance; (2) long distance</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-organization</td>
<td>(0) No self-organization; (1) self-organization</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

This section is divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of the experimental results, their interpretation, and the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

3.1. Descriptive Analysis

The most common initiatives in the survey are CGs, with about 36% of the sample, followed by ICGs (~30%), SHGs (~18%) and others, including school gardens, beekeepers, and CSAs (~17%). These results are comparable with the data of the whole population, where it can be seen that CGs and ICGs represent about two-thirds of all projects in the database. By comparing the three main initiatives, significant differences can be seen in some characteristics and similarities in others (Figure 1). There are three main differentiations between SHGs, on the one hand, and ICGs and CGs, on the other hand: (1) there was a significant association between the type of initiative and whether a regular income is achieved for the provider: $\chi^2 (2) = 8.823, p = 0.012$. (2) The participants have a significantly higher chance of covering their demand for vegetables and herbs during seasons in SHGs: $\chi^2 (2) = 10.066, p = 0.007$. (3) SHGs are more independent of external sponsorship: $\chi^2 (2) = 7.645, p = 0.022$.

Figure 1. Percentage of fulfilment of various issues for different types of UA. CG: Community gardens; ICG: Intercultural gardens; SHG: Self-harvesting gardens. * Significant at the 0.05 level. ** Significant at the 0.01 level.
Furthermore, two criteria where CGs differ from ICGs and SHGs could be identified: (1) the chance that participants of a CG pay no fee is significantly higher than in the other initiatives: $\chi^2 (2) = 20.026$, $p < 0.001$. (2) The odds that CGs are separated into lots is significantly lower than in SHGs or ICGs: $\chi^2 (2) = 16.768$, $p < 0.001$. There were no significant differences between previous knowledge, the distance the participants came from, and the role of education within the initiatives.

It can be seen when comparing the social backgrounds (Table 2) of the main types of UA based on Kruskal–Wallis tests that the age of the oldest participant and the share of women are not affected by the type of UA initiative. Nevertheless, the tests show that the range of persons that participate in an initiative is significantly affected by the type of initiative: $H (2) = 18.757$, $p < 0.001$. Pairwise comparisons with adjusted $p$-values showed that there was no significant difference between the range in ICGs and CGs ($p = 0.213$, $r = 0.26$) but significant differences between SHGs and ICGs ($p = 0.023$, $r = 0.46$) and SHGs and CGs ($p < 0.001$, $r = 0.67$). Similar results occur for the average fee the participants pay for one year. The fee is also significantly affected by the type of initiative: $H (2) = 22.175$, $p < 0.001$. The pairwise comparisons show no significant difference between ICGs and CGs ($p = 1$, $r = 0.01$), but significant differences between SHGs and ICGs ($p < 0.001$, $r = 0.75$) and SHGs and CGs ($p = 0.001$, $r = 0.59$).

### Table 2. Mean scores regarding various attributes for different types of UA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SHG</th>
<th>IG</th>
<th>CG</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range (in persons)</td>
<td>373.7</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>123.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration background (in %)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average fee (per annum)</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldest participant (in years)</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of women (in %)</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHG: self-harvesting gardens; IG: intercultural gardens; CG: community gardens. Means in a row sharing subscripts are significantly different from each other. We noted in table that means sharing subscripts are significantly different from each other. The notation a and b is based on APA standards.

In addition, the Kruskal–Wallis test shows that the share of people with a migration background is also affected by the type of UA initiative: $H (2) = 30.548$, $p < 0.001$. Pairwise comparisons showed that there were no significant differences between SHGs and CGs ($p = 1$, $r = 0.08$) but significant differences between ICGs and SHGs ($p < 0.001$, $r = 0.77$) and ICGs and CGs ($p < 0.001$, $r = 0.72$).

The descriptive statistics of the sample confirmed the correctness of the assumptions made based on existing theory that SHGs are oriented more towards the generation of income and self-reliance, while ICGs and CGs show pronounced features, such as participation in decision processes and a neighborhood component, that are not observe frequently in SHGs. Nevertheless, all types of UA that were examined in this study have common attributes, such as interests, motives, and the composition of participants, and deal with their products in a non-commercial way. Accordingly, they have been previously differentiated according to their focus [3]: SHGs with self-supply and commercial orientation, ICGs with a self-supply and socio-cultural, non-commercial orientation, and CGs with a socio-cultural orientation. The empirical verification of these features in this study allowed us to set the configurations to identify respective factors for economic success (SHG), self-reliance success (SHG), and social success (ICG, CG).

### 3.2. Economic Success in Self-Harvesting Gardens

In the first step, necessary and sufficient conditions for economic success in the sense of a regular income for the provider of a SHG were calculated. For the calculation, three indicators mentioned above were used: fee per annum, previous experience (as a binary variable with (1) experience and (0) no experience) and educational offerings. It seems evident that an annual fee is an essential condition for generating income. Furthermore, previous experience of the provider of a SHG was assumed as also important for the success and, therefore, for generating a regular income. The third indicator,
educational offerings, was added based on the assumption that people in urban areas are interested not only in receiving vegetables and herbs but also in learning about agriculture. Therefore, the willingness to pay for participating in SHGs should rise with additional educational offerings.

The following formula for an economically successful and unsuccessful SHG could be identified by running a mvQCA. The minimal formula for the outcome economic success (1), without the inclusion of logical remainders (Formula (1)), is:

\[ \text{Fee (1)} \times \text{Experience (1)} \times \text{Education (0)} + \text{Fee (2)} \times \text{Experience (1)} \times \text{Education (1)} \rightarrow \text{Outcome (1)}, \]

The formula shows that a medium or high fee and experience are necessary conditions for the economic success of an SHG. The formula is relatively complex. Both terms are simple descriptions of the successful cases. A short configuration formula is achieved by including logical remainders. The latter are configurations without representative cases in the sample that are used to reduce the formula and avoid the problem of limited diversity. The reduced formula indicates that in addition to the necessary condition experience (1) that was calculated in Formula (1), educational offerings are conducive to economic success if the fee is at a high level. On the other hand, additional educational offerings combined with a low fee do not lead to economic success.

The same procedure is used for the identification of necessary and sufficient conditions for economic success (0). In the first step, the formula is calculated without logical remainders (Formula (2)) and in the second step, the logical remainders are included for simplification (Figure 2).

\[ \text{Fee (2)} \times \text{Education (0)} + \text{Fee (1)} \times \text{Education (1)} + \text{Fee (0)} \times \text{Experience (0)} \times \text{Education (1)} \rightarrow \text{Outcome (0)}, \]

Two sufficient conditions for outcome (0) can be identified based on the results of the short configuration formula. A SHG does not assure a regular income if no fee is charged and no previous experience is given. In addition, a medium fee and educational offerings or a high fee without educational offerings also lead to no regular income. These results seem to confirm our previous assumptions.

In the second step, the concentration is on the success factors from the point of view of the participating consumers. Self-reliance in food is used as an indicator for success. In this case, food self-reliance success means that participants of SHGs can cover their demand for vegetables and herbs during the season. Three indicators were used for the calculation: the distance the participants traveled to take part in the initiative, the experience of the provider and the possibility of self-organization in the decision-making process, as mentioned above.

The mvQCA shows the formulas for successful SHGs (Formula (3)) and non-successful SHGs in the sense of providing the demand for vegetables and herbs during the season (Formula (4)) without logical remainders. The results including logical remainders can be found in Figure 2.

\[ \text{Experience (1)} \times \text{Distance (1)} \times \text{Participation (0)} + \text{Experience (2)} \times \text{Distance (1)} \times \text{Participation (0)} \rightarrow \text{Outcome (1)}, \]

The results for the successful initiatives indicate three necessary conditions: a medium or high previous experience of the provider, a short or medium distance the participants must travel, and no involvement in the decision-making process of the participants. The results of Formula (3), including logical remainders, are reduced to a short or medium distance of travel in combination with the lack of participation (Figure 1). The need for experience disappears because some SHGs cannot cover the demand of the participants in spite of the medium or high previous experience.
Reflecting on the results, SHG can be seen as a business model to generate farm income, as consumers show a willingness to pay for this service. It is remarkable that the expectation of educational offers of high quality, such as workshops or individual advice on gardening practices, is obviously directly related to the willingness to pay a high fee. Initiatives offering education for a low fee, by contrast, fail in economic performance. The additional efforts of the farmer as a trainer are accordingly necessary and fully accepted as a service subject to a fee. A free advisory service can be assumed to be found in practice too, but under certain self-exploitation conditions that are deliberately agreed upon from the farmers’ side.

The economic self-reliance motivation of consumers in SHG also indicates implicit cost–benefit considerations. The SHG consumers can expect substantial yields due to the confidence in the professional farmers’ experience. Therefore, they are willing to pay in the form of time or money to commute to the garden over medium to long distances. At the same time, any self-government by the

**Figure 2.** Configurations with logical reminders for SHGs (A), ICGs (B) and CGs (C), including necessary conditions (A) and sufficient conditions (A–C).

Formula (4) shows the minimal formula for outcome (0), without the inclusion of logical remainders. A shorter version is achieved by rerunning the mvQCA minimization procedure for outcome (0) with the inclusion of logical remainders (Figure 2). Formula (4) only shows simple descriptions, while the reduced formula offers a distinct view. Three sufficient conditions can be identified for unsuccessful SHGs in the sense of food self-reliance for the participants. Each condition—no experience, a long travel distance and self-organization in decision-making processes—leads directly to an outcome of (0). In conclusion, self-organization and the distance the participants must travel have a strong influence on the coverage of participants’ demand for vegetables and herbs.

Reflecting on the results, SHG can be seen as a business model to generate farm income, as consumers show a willingness to pay for this service. It is remarkable that the expectation of educational offers of high quality, such as workshops or individual advice on gardening practices, is obviously directly related to the willingness to pay a high fee. Initiatives offering education for a low fee, by contrast, fail in economic performance. The additional efforts of the farmer as a trainer are accordingly necessary and fully accepted as a service subject to a fee. A free advisory service can be assumed to be found in practice too, but under certain self-exploitation conditions that are deliberately agreed upon from the farmers’ side.

The economic self-reliance motivation of consumers in SHG also indicates implicit cost–benefit considerations. The SHG consumers can expect substantial yields due to the confidence in the professional farmers’ experience. Therefore, they are willing to pay in the form of time or money to commute to the garden over medium to long distances. At the same time, any self-government by the
consumer is refused, which represents a specific and important feature in the business relationship between farmer and SHG members.

3.3. Social Success in Intercultural and Community Gardens

While SHGs have a strong economic orientation, ICGs concentrate more on social interconnections and cultural learning between the participants. Therefore, the participation in regular meetings of the initiative seem to be an appropriate indicator for social success. Most of the ICGs are successful in at least at motivating more than half of the participants (57%) to appear at the meetings (Figure 1). Educational offerings, self-reliance, experience, and distance traveled were chosen as configurations for social success.

Only the formulas including logical remainders that can be found in Figure 2 are reported, because the formulas for successful and unsuccessful became confusing without any additional findings. The results show that a sufficient condition for participation success in ICGs can be found in the high experience of the providers and participants. A medium level of experience coupled with a medium distance traveled and educational offerings, and a missing experience combined with a high level of self-reliance also lead to a successful ICG. By contrast, failure in participation can be expected when the participants have a long travel distance to overcome. In addition, a low production output when spatial proximity meets low experience, or when no educational benefits are gained, while traveling a medium distance lead to unsuccessful initiatives (Figure 2).

Similar to ICGs, CGs concentrate on social issues. Therefore, the motivation of participants to join the regular meetings can be seen as an indicator of a successful initiative. Nevertheless, some different variables were used for the configuration. While self-reliance and experience seem to be important issues for both ICGs and CGs, education and travel distance are less important. Therefore, the fee per annum and the self-organization of the participants were included as significant variables for the determination of social success.

The reduced formulas, including logical remainders of the configuration for successful and unsuccessful initiatives, can be found in Figure 2. A high experience as a sufficient condition for successful CGs was found similar to ICGs. Necessary conditions for participation success in CGs are comparably complex. Self-organization and self-reliance, and the absence of a fee combined with no experience but with self-organization can lead to social success. An initiative can be successful even with failing self-reliance and no self-organization when there is an annual fee. The configurations for unsuccessful initiatives are even more complex. Figure 2 shows various configurations for different forms of initiatives, but it is not possible to calculate a necessary or sufficient condition.

Reflecting on these results, it can be seen that the success factors that ensure maintenance of participation in ICGs and CGs are more complex. Our findings indicate a slightly clearer pattern of trade-off considerations in ICGs than in CGs. Participants in successful ICG initiatives even make efforts regarding commuting, but only in the case of guaranteed considerable self-supply and when there is a willingness to share and gain new experience and education between participants. Too much trial and error, due to low experience, low cultivation efforts, or low common advice, by contrast, make a failure of continuity in participation in an ICG probable. Here, members want to deepen their gardening experiences and take the harvested products home. By contrast, self-reliance is not decisive for the participation success in CGs. A certain shared value culture is indicated through the willingness to bring in and gain experiences and become active in self-government; this is more beneficial the more cost avoidance is realized.

Accordingly, new consumer models seem to go beyond traditional trade-off considerations as production costs and benefit considerations are rather secondary and as leisure activities are also an important motivation. What appear as costs in a productivist concept (e.g., labor costs) seem to be turned into benefits in a post-productive concept (e.g., health effects through green gym).

A differentiation between the consumers participating in SHGs or CSAs and the farmers is very important here. Farmers, who established these forms as a business strategy for multifunctionality
or diversification, put great emphasis on service orientation, for example, in the knowledge-sharing activities. It would be interesting to know how far farmers follow prevalent business models and perceive these activities more as costs or whether value-sharing models can be identified, similar to what was presumed to be tendentially observed in this study for the consumers’ side.

More research is required to substantiate these findings and explore upscaling potentials. Such research might follow the example of the development of organic farming as multifunctional land use integrating post-productive perceptions, which have finally justified the considerable public and policy support and its establishment as an agricultural business model. Nevertheless, it can be observed that in many cities, due to the anticipated positive externalities, different forms of UA receive indirect public support through temporary land access and use rights or through offering public market space to UA associations or communities for sharing or selling their products [21].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study providing insights into the conditions of economic viability in UA that takes into consideration the multiple, complex, and UA type-specific success factors and value systems of initiatives. Attempts to quantify the economic performance of UA are as rare as preliminary, because, in contrast to professional agriculture, no data are collected and monitored in UA according to its purposefully non-professional and often leisure activity orientation. Indeed, UA actors, especially urban gardeners, have difficulties to make estimations about yield, input of labor, and other production factors; this sets methodological limitations on quantitative economic analysis approaches [21].

3.4. Implications Associated with Multiple Roles of Actors

The hybrid character of roles between consumer and producer is a main common feature of UA models, and partially responsible for the growing adoption of the model from both the consumer and producer side, at least in certain socio-economic, spatial, or farm structural settings. Multifunctionality coupled with flexibilization, for example, in duties for the provision and use of production factors, are the key conceptual pillars, making the hybrid models attractive and workable in specific settings. However, the specific models behind the various UA initiatives differ markedly and this study contributes to the question regarding how far UA initiatives can be addressed as business models at all.

The results confirm the expected distinction and while both farmers and consumers in SHGs perceive their hybrid roles in a highly service-focused food production system, ICGs and CGs do this to only a minor degree. The added value from our study for the further business model development of SHGs is the evidence that farmers’ investment in high quality, consumer-demand-oriented knowledge transfer formats and skill development training should be treated as a cost factor to be considered in fee levels, and that perhaps the possibility of modular booking of specific training might meet participating consumers’ demands for flexible formats and willingness to pay for services.

3.5. Methodological Implications

The results of this study show that multiple factors determine the success or failure of a UA initiative and that the trade-off considerations of the participants differ quite markedly between not only various types of UA but also between initiatives of the same type. Motives and related objectives of participation in a UA initiative are complex, as is known from literature. Frequently stated factors possessing an economic dimension and relating them to cost avoidance or benefit generation strategies as distinct UA economic models suggested by Glavan et al. [21] were chosen for the empirical study. The observation (Figure 1) that cost avoidance factors were found more frequently than benefit generation factors on average across UA models can be interpreted as a first indication that UA models position themselves beyond classical production theory-based considerations. Instead of contrasting input costs to harvested produce value, different input and output factors are important and form trade-off considerations for participation. Herewith, direct and indirect cost avoidance, shown through the participants’ decision sphere or UA model inherent, were found. Avoidance
of commuting costs/time (factor distance) is, for example, a direct cost factor in the participants’ decision sphere. It is comparably present like experience and education, both rather indirect factors, safeguarding a certain production success (respectively reducing the risk of complete yield failure), where experience is expected to be shared informally, and education to be offered in a more formalized way, as part of the “business model”. The latter, for example, implies that participants follow the same considerations known from farmers participating in training courses (“it pays”), but due to the hybrid role of participants as “prosumers”, the leisure aspect (“it’s fun”) also counts. The combination and frequency distribution of the factors in descriptive analysis already shows the conceptual differences between UA models, but it was necessary to apply an appropriate method, which was found in the QCA, to get better insights into the success of factor mixes.

The QCA was chosen as a method based on the research question and the limited amount of initiatives available. The method is specially made for small and medium sample sizes and is suitable for finding necessary and sufficient conditions for success. Nevertheless, the method also implies some limitations that should be considered. Since the method is based on Boolean logic and configurations, it cannot be assured that there is no case that shows a different result with the same configuration. Therefore, it is only possible to rely on the face validity and on the validity of the construct based on literature. The complexity of the initiatives is very high, as could be seen especially for CGs. This kind of complexity raises the probability that the results might change with a higher response rate. However, based on the theoretical models that could be found in the international discussions on UA, there is no evidence that the results might be biased.

4. Conclusions

Despite rapidly growing public, political, and scientific attention, urban agriculture gains have been neglected in research due to its multiple directly and indirectly provided benefits to sustainable urban development, socio-economic viability, and its perception on an initiative level. This is particularly the case for non-commercially oriented forms of urban agriculture, where the lack of data sets limits to quantitative approaches. In this first empirical study on socio-economic viability perception and success factors regarding different urban agriculture types, a mvQCA that allows the statistical analysis of comparably low numbers of observations in highly complex settings was applied. It was possible to identify factors for success and failure of different business and sharing models. The identification of relevant factors and their combination to determine success or failure gives an indication of different value systems and cost–benefit considerations in various urban agriculture types. The self-harvesting gardens are characterised more by a service-focussed business relationship between farmers and consumers who are interested in knowledge and skills acquisition linked to self-reliance. Consumer participation is essential for the viability of intercultural gardens and community gardens. Self-reliance and sharing components are relevant for intercultural gardens, while community gardens exhibit quite fuzzy and differentiated success and failure factor patterns beyond explicit production output but with a clear sharing and self-governance ambition. It can be concluded that these novel findings underline that there is a distinction, if not a gradient, in the business innovation and transition orientation of urban agriculture. The size of the study is certainly a limitation and the partially given and partially questionable plausibility of the model outputs require further research. In any case, multi-value QCA as a method to deal with the particular problems of small and medium n-sized data can be recommended.
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Abbreviations

CG Community garden
CSA Community supported agriculture
ICG Intercultural garden
mvQCA Multi-value qualitative comparative analysis
SHG Self-harvesting garden
UA Urban agriculture
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